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Why should you choose
LanPro’s NEW X-Class
keystone jack?

ur traditional jacks have been
the industrial standard for
the last 20 years. We have
sold hundreds of thousands of them
worldwide with a huge success.
But products become obsolete due
to technology evolution and cost
reduction which result in a better
performance/cost ratio.
We decided to completely re-design
the 8000 Series Jacks from scratch
and up, with a focus on our customers’
complaints, recommendations, and
imagination!

The new X-Class Jack is designed to
be mechanically stronger. Our most
innovative improvement is greater
reinforcement surrounding the cable
feeder. The jack itself is smaller in
size and easier to use. It also includes
a narrower RJ45 footprint but
maintaining the standard Keystone
jack compatibility for the standard
fixation to a faceplate or patch panel.

The new X-Class Jack is significantly
smaller, which makes it ideal for
even limited spaces. It is compatible
with the new iMC® LanPro’s
interchangeable system. Moreover,
being a more compact design, it
fits other faceplates and advanced
modules from other recognized
brands where older products interfere
mechanically between them due to
their dimensions.
Additionally, with the carved logo
and design, counterfeiting is more
difficult.
The locking latch is more flexible
and easier to press, but it’s still
reliable. It is 100% compatible
with our equipment, faceplates and
traditionally offered modules and
with those of other brands, offering
a remarkable advantage for new high
density models.
Our competitors often deliver the
jacks in bulk-packaging, this leaves
the item vulnerable to damage due
to friction between them, humidity,
dust, pollen, and other nuisances,
especially in humid and tropical
climates. However, Lanpro have
individually packed and sealed our
jacks (tie wrap included) in order to
keep them protected.
UL and UL© certified under number
DUXR.E329018.

Because the X-Class Jacks are
robotically assembled, there is less
human error in the manufacturing
process and ensures consistency in
product quality.

The new X-Class® Jack are here
to stay. We offer an incomparable
performance to price ratio, which will
ensure durability for budget sensitive
installations.
For more technical information, please
contact your nearest distributor or
our web page or send your petition to
sales@lanpro.com
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The new X-Class Jack is significantly more reduced in size, ideal for
its use in limited spaces.

It is compatible with the new IMC® Interchangeable Modular Compatibility
System of LanPro. Moreover, being more compact in size, it fits neatly
in other faceplates, or advanced styles of other important brands, where
older products won’t fit when used in the presence of other components
due to their dimensions.
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